In the traditional version of the Stroop color-word test (Stroop, 1935) , a large delay occurs in the oral naming of the color of an ink patch that is shaped to s[~cll the name of another color. Many subsequent tu(tic~ have demonstrated similar inte~rence effects cuu~cd b 5 competing sources of symbolic and sensory stimulus inl~)rmation in tasks which have used such (lixct~c t)l)C~ ot stimulus dimensions as numerosity (Mutton. 1969) , direction (Shot, 1970) , and typethce s(x lc (Warren & Lasher, 1974) . While the majority of hcsc studies have examined intert~rence with oral s~imulus naming, incongruent sensory and symbolic l~mulus intk)rmation has been sho~n to produce subslantial pcrt'ormance decrements in manual matching and classification tasks requiring no overt crbal response (Morton, 1909; Treisman & Fearnley, 1%9) Both Dalrymple-AIl~)rd and Azkoul (1972) and Mor~on (1969) have suggested that such tasks may inxolve at least coven stimulus naming, implying that he source of intert~rence in such tasks arises from COml)Cfitiun among linguistically encoded stimulus representations, A somex~hat broader interpretation of sensoryx crbal interference phenomena has been suggested by 1 rcisman and Fearnley (1969) and elaborated by Dyer (1~)73a, p. 117). "fhis model states that intefl~rence results x~hen a perceptual task requires the Irunsl~)rmation of a stimulus into a representation suitable lk)r efficiently making the required response in the presence of a competing stimulus that is already closer to that form of encoding. Interl~rence theretbre occurs in lhe Stroop test, since the task requires sub.leers to transtk)rm the sensory impression of the ink color into a verbal name in ~he presence of a x~ri~ten color name. In addition, this "transtbrmalh~s research x+,ts SUpl)twtcd b) grants t~om the Unt+crs~tx ot Nubt,t~k,t Research Cotmcd. The author would hke to thank F~ N, I)xc~ attd Allan Paix ~o 1~+~" their suggestions and Julie Hornex lbr a tion'" interpretation is consistent with the failure of incongruent printed color names to slow the matching of simultaneously presented ink colors (Egeth, Blecker, & Kamlet, 1969; Treisman & Fearnley, 1969) and with the failure of incongruent ink colors to substanti,~lly disrupt the reading of color names (Stroop, 1935) . Neither of these "within-analyzer" tasks requires the "across-analyzer" encoding required by the traditional Stroop test. By the same logic, one would predict that irrelevant sensory stimulus information, such as an incongruent ink color, would cause interference in a task requiring a transformation from a symbolic to a pictorial form of encoding, producing a "reverse-Stroop" effect. Provided such a task could be tbund, the interference might be termed image competition as opposed to verbal response competition.
Both Dyer (1973b) and Treisman and Fearnley (1909) have demonstrated that same-different matches between words and ink colors are slowed \~hen the word is printed in an incongruent color. While these findings appear to reflect "sensory" interference with pictorial encoding, the simultaneous presentation of words and colors in both experiments makes it difficult to determine the direction and form of encoding actually used in the comparison. In addition, the same-different paradigm may not be the most appropriate task ibr inferring at what stage of encoding the interference occurs, since "same" and "different" judgments may themselves involve different levels of processing (Bindra, Donderi, & Nishisato, 1968). The present study was therefore designed to extend the findings of Dyer (1973b) and Treisman and Fearnley (1969) by using a search task requiring lbrced-choice matches between sequentially presented words and color patches.
The visual search ibr ink colors, in which only "positive" stimulus instances are specified, would appear to involve rapid comparisons between sensory input and pictorial (i.e., nonlinguistic) internal representations. For example, Uleman and Reeves (1971) have shown that scanning for instances of a single ink color is no slower when the colors form incongruent words as when they form nonsense configurations, indicating that search is a visual "within-analyzer" task.
FLOWERS
In the present study, however, the target color to be "searched" was specified by displaying a printed color name prior to the display of a field containing two color patches. Subjects were required to manually indicate the position of the color named by the word. Experimental variables included the delay between the word and color and the "irrelevant" color combined with the word in the first field. A variety of previous research (Posner, Boise, Eichelman. & Taylor, 1969; Reed, 1973; Tversky, 1969) suggests that in tasks requiring the matching of sequentially displayed stimuli presented in different forms, the interval between stimuli is used to transform the information from the first stimulus into a form suitable tbr a very rapid comparison with the second stimulus. Thus one would expect to observe the slowest matching latencies between words and colors when the delay interval was very brief (e.g., 20 msec) as opposed to when it was somewhat longer (e.g., 700 msec). More importantly, if the presence of an incongruent and irrelevant ink color combined with the word display tends to block or delay the transformation of the word into a form suitable for a visual comparison, one would expect to observe interference effects with brief delay intervals, but an attenuation of this interference with longer delays.
EXPERIMENT I Method
Subjects. Four University of Nebraska students (three female and one male) were paid $12 for four 1-h sessions. All four subjects were right-handed and had normal color vision; three of the subjects ore glasses for acuity corrections and were allowed to wear them during the experiment.
Stimulus materials. Sumulus materials consisted of a set of six "~ord'" cards containmg color names and a set of two "color choice" cards contaimng a pair of color patches. The color words were either "RED'" or "GREEN" printed in capital letters, approximately .5 cm high, in red, green, or blank ink. All six possible combinations of ink color and word were used. so that each color \\ord ~as ~rltten m a congruent color (e.g,, "RED" in red ink), an incongruent color (e.g., "RED" in green ink), or in black ink. Approximate Munsell notations of the red and green inks were 5R 4/12 and 5G 4/~. The word cards upon which the color words were centered ~ere white and approximately 12.7 x 17.8 cm in size.
The two "color choice" cards were 12.7 x 17.8 cm white cards, each containing one red and one green color patch, These color patches were XXXXs approximately .~ cm high and centered on points 4.4 cm to the right and left, respectively, of the geomemc center of the card. In one card, the red patch appeared on the right and the green patch on the left, these positions were reversed on the other card Apparatus. Stimuh were displayed in a Scientific Prototype Model GB three-channel tachistoscope. The subjects were seated tn front of the vie,~ng hood, at a table containing a row of three telegraph keys affixed to a movable base. In order to reduce the travel ttme required in making a response, the buttons upon the left and right keys ~ere enlarged so that they nearl) touched the button of the center key. The center key was a "start" key which initmted the display sequence, while the left and right keys were response keys ~ h~ch stopped a Latayette digital clock measuring the latencles and indicated the response choice on an Esterline Angus event recorder.
Procedure. Upon an oral signal from the experimenter, each experimental trial was imtmted by the subject'~ pressing the start key. Prior to the depression of this start key, a blank field containing a small fixation dot m the center ~as present. With the depression ot the start key, a word card contammg a color name \~as presented for 100 msec, followed by a blank interval (20. 100, 300. or 700 msec, as described belo,x), tollo~ed by a color choice card which remained present tbr about 2 0 sec. ['he subjects werẽ nstructed to respond "as rapid b as possible wtthout making errors" after the onset of the color chotce card by pressing the keỹ th the r~ght hand. which corresponded to the poslnon ot the mk color named b.~ the color ~ord. Thus. it the ~ord "RED" appeared m the first field, and the color chotce card ~ tth red XXXXs on the left then appeared, the subjects would respond correct].',' by pr~smg the lelt button. RTs ~ere measured as the t~me in mllhseconds from the onset ol the color choice field to the depresston ot a response ke~. The experm~enter recorded both t~mes and errors, the subJects ,~ere notfl~ed fl an error occurred, but no feedback about times ~as gl~ en.
Experimental variables Four dflferent delay tnterval~ ~ere u'~cd 120, 1(~), 3(~), and 7(~) reset), I'hcsc delays md~cate the Ume bet~een the ~tlset ot the ~ ord field a~d the ~nlti,it~on ot the color patch field.
l-hrcc d~llercm color-word combtnattons ~ere used. The co, lot x~ ord sho~ n m the lit'st l]cld x~ as printed in black tnk, a congmtent color mk (RED m red mk or GREEN m green ink), or an tncongn,,ttt color mk (RED m green tnk or GREEN m red ink). The complete crosstng ot the tour levels of delay and three color-~ord combmattons thus produced a total of 12 expertmental conditions.
Order of stim~us p~nmfion. Within each of the tour experimental sessions, each subject ~as run in tbur blocks ot 30 trials each. W~thin each ot these four blocks of trials, the delay level as held constant. The order ol the dela determined b~ a 4 b~ 4 ~tm square, a ro~ ot ~h~ch ~as assigned to each subject. The order of presenting these delay levels ~ as reversed lbr each subject on alternate days. W~th~n each block ot 30 trials. each ol the three color-~ord combinations occurred 10 ttmes times in ~h~ch the ~ord was RED and S times ~hen it ~as GREEN). -Right" and "lelt" responses occurred equally ofteñ tthxn each color-~ord combination. A dflterent random sequence ot sumuli ~as used tor each subject and each block of 30 trials. The first experimental session ~ as treated as a practtce session, and onl) data t~om the last three sessions were included in anal~s~s.
Results and Discussion
Mean RTs and standard errors for each subject are displayed in "Fable 1.~ The overall means for each color-word combination are plotted as a function of delay in Figure 1 . Comparisons among the three color combinations at each level of delay demonstrated significant differences tbr the 20-msec delay [F(2,6) : 24.6. p < .01] and the 100-msec delay [F(2,6) = 7.82, p < .025]. No significant differences were noted at the 300-or 700-msec delays.
These data thus illustrate a considerable influence of the ink color of the word on the matching latency, provided the delay between the word and color is sufficiently brief. Comparisons between the black and incongruent combinations revealed significant dif- ferences at both the 20-and the 100-msec delays IF(I,6) = 15.8, p < .01; F(1.6) = 10.0, p < .025]. Evidence that the congruently colored words produced slightly faster matching latencies than the black words is limited to the 20-msec delay IF(l,6) = 9.1, p < .025]; in fact, 2/4 subjects had faster overall matching latencies to the black words than to the congruently colored words at the t00-msec delay. Thus the preponderance of the influence of the color-word combination would appe,ar to be an interference effect in which incongruent ink colors produce larger word-color matching latencies than either the black or the congruent combinations.
A further breakdown of the data from the 20-msec, delay is shown in Figure 2 , which reveals that the same ordering of matching latencies (congruent RTs < black RTs < incongruent RTs) occurred whether the word was RED or GREEN. Analysis of variance of these data revealed no significant interaction between the color-word combination and which word was presented (F < 1).
These data from Experiment I are thus consistent with a selective attention model in which the process of pictorially encoding the word to perform a rapid "visual" match with the subsequently presented color patch is disrupted by failure to gate the irrelevant ink color of the word. Substantial interference occurs when the word-color delay is brief, but this effect disappears with longer delays.
The slightly faster RTs observed for the congruent color-word combinations than for the black combinations of the 20-msec delay raises the issue of hether facilitation from congruent linguistic and sensory stimulus components was taking place. Although Dyer (1973b) has argued that such findings do represent facilitation, that term is more typically used in describing situations in which two or more correlated stimulus dimensions produce taster discrimination than in conditions in which one of the dimensions is held constant. Because color-word combinations were mixed within a block of trials in the present experiment, one might also argue that the black ink was processed as having some "degree of incongruency" with the colors named by the word, particularly since the red and green inks differed in brightness and saturation as well as huc. This "degree ot incongruency" interpretation suggested a second experiment, in ~hich the ~ord was combined ~ith a \~ ~dcr range of irrelevant colors.
EXPERIMENT II
Subjects. l~\enty-lour L'm\crs~t,,, ol Nebraska Undergraduates ,.oluntccrcd ,is subjects as a means ot fulfilling a course icqtnlcnlcnt. All subjects had normal color v~smn, and those ~ ho wore gI,~s~es lot acmly correctmns ~ore them during the expernnent I he stlbjects acre run in groups ot three, m a single scsMon laming about 2 h.
Stimulu~ matehais. As m Experm~enl t, each trial consisted ot the sequenual presentation ot a "~ord" field and a "color choice" field lhe ~ord ~tm~uh consisted ot 35-ram shdes containing lhe lo~ercase ~ords "red" or "green" that ~ere printed on a clear tran~parenl film ~hlch ~as then o~erlayed ~h a colored transparent acetate gel ~hen prolected on a ~le~lng screen, letters appeared m black, approxmaately ~ 4 cmm hmght {lot the rs. cs. aud nsJ and surrounded b~ a colored background field appro~unatel~ 10 x 1.5 m l'here~erc fi~ealternat~ebackground colors {red, purple, blue, blue-green, and green) ~h~ch had approxunate Munsell hue levels ol 5R, lOP. 5B. 4BG, and 2.5G. rcspecmcl 3 [hecombmatlonoltheset]~ebackground colors ~tth the tx~o ~ords produced 10 d~llcrcnl ~o~d field ~tmmh.
I he color choice licld ~as p~oduccd b~ shdc~ containing both red and green gel. o~erlayed ~uh the same type ol transparent clear gel used Io produce the ~ord slmmh. 'lhcsc shdes produced a 1 5 x ! 0 m field, ~h~ch on halt the trmls ~as umlormly red {5R) m the right hall ol the field and umtorm~ green ~2 5G) m the Icfl ol the field. On the remalmng trials, these posinons ~ere rc~erstd.
T~k and Appa~. Sumuh ~ere displayed b3 mcaus ot Carousel projectors combined ~th LalaycHe Iach~stoscop~c shutters. The operatmn ol these shutters and the ad~ancemcm ol the slide tra~s ~as controlled b~ a bank ol Hunter umers. Each Sllmulu~ sequence ~as m~tialed h~ the cxperm~cnter. ~ho seated m a control booth at the rear ol the experimental room I he suhlccts ~erc seated at three cxperm~ental booths located at a ~c~mg distance ol appto~m~atel 3 5 m lrom the proJectmn screen. Each booth contained a set ol t~o response buttons, one each thelcltand nghthands I'hcset ot buttons m each booth operated one ol three sets ol response indicator hghts and stopped one three Hunter Klockounters located m the control booth. The experxmemal room ~as &ink hi. the onl~ dlum~nat~on ~as prm~ded b 3 a 15-W incandescent lamp located m the control booth h~ch permitted the experimenter to record data manually.
Prior 1o the mit~atmn ol each snmulus sequence, the viewing screen was not illununated, but ~as clearly v~stble w*th the dim room dlummanon. Following an oral "read~" s~gnal, the experimenter ~ninated each trial b~ pressing a control s~itch. This niliated the display ot the ~ord field fi)r 1~ msec, tbllowed by a b~ the colo~ choice field. ~h~ch remained on Io~ 2.0 sec. For !2 subjects, the delay between the oftget of the word field and the onset ot the color choice field was 20 msec, ~'hde tot the remaining 12 subjects the dela} ~as ~) reset. The task ~as essentially identical to that ot Experiment 1: the subjects were ~nstructed to respond "as rap~dl 3 as possible ~lthoul making errors" after the onset of the color chmce field, by pressing the button ~ h~ch corresponded to the position on the field ot the color named by the prevmusly displayed ord Ho~e~er. the responses ~ere made ~th t~o hands rather thau ~th a single hand as m Experiment 1.
Each group ol lhrcc stlblecls rccm~ed fi~c blocks ol 52 trials each dm nlg the session, A 3-nlln hi'oak X~dS gl~Cll hch~cen blocks. ]he m~tml block ot trials ~as considered practice and ~as omitted from anal}s~s In the remaining lour blocks of trials, the initial two trials cre also omitted Dora analysts W~thm the remaining ~ trials, each ol the 10 possible color ~ord combmanons occurred five tmms~thus providing a total ot 20 posstbte z stimulus presentations lor each combmatmn ol ~ord and background color during an experm~ental sessmn. Ot these, 10 reqmred "right" responses and I0 reqmred "letf' responses. Four ddterent stimulus orders ~ere tlSCd, oath older ~,ls used lol-one gl oup ot [hlcc subjects lor oncgroul 9olthreesubjectsloruh~m~thtdcla~asf(R) msec These 
Results and Discussion
Mean RTs and standard errors for each subject are displayed in Tables 2 and 3 , while the overall mean RTs are plotted as a function of background color in Figures 3 and 4 . 3 For the subjects tbr whom the delaỹ as 20 msec, the background color produced a large and highly significant influence on the matching latency, both when the word was "red" [F(4,44) : 33.0, p < .001] and when the word was "green" [F(4,44) = 33.2, p < .001]. However, this effect is substantially attenuated tbr the S00-msec-delay group. Figure 4 indicates that matching latencies ere essentially constant across background colors on trials in which the word was "red" [F(4,44) = 1.2, p > .10], although a significant effect of background color was still noted for trials in which the word was "green" [F(4,44) : 9.3, p < .01]. Figure 4 suggests that the preponderance of this effect is due to the longer matching latencies produced by the red background when the word was "green." These findings are thus consistent with those in Experiment I, demonstrating a large "reverse Stroop" interference effect with word-to-color matching when the interval between the word and color is brief (20 msec) but a substantial reduction of this interference when this interval is several hundred milliseconds. In addition, this second experiment has demonstrated that this interference effect can be produced by a color field which surrounds the word as well as by the ink color of the word itself. Figure 3 suggests that for the 20-msec delay there is a strong relationship between the colorimetric discrepancy between the background and the "relevant" color named by the word and the matching latency. Those background colors which produce the shortest matching latencies when the word is "red" produce the longest latencies when the word is "green," and vice versa. Individual comparisons between the RTs for the different combinations of background color and word reveal that when the word as "red," the purple background produced significantly longer RTs than the red background IF(1,44) = 26.2. p < .01] and the blue background produced longer RTs than the purple background [F(1,44) = 20.6, p < .01] . When the word was "green," the red background produced significantly longer RTs than the purple background [F(1,44) = 48.2, p < .01] and the purple background produced significantly longer latencies than the blue background [F(1,44) = 7.82, p < .01 ]. There appears to have been little differential effect of the blue, blue-green, or green backgrounds; these hues produced approximately unitbrmly long RTs when the word ~as "red" and uniformly short RTs when the word was "green." If one operationally defines "colorimetric discrepancy" as either the number of Munsell hue steps between two hues, or perhaps more appropriately, the chord length across the color wheel, there is considerably less discrepancy among the blue, blue-green, and green hues used in this experiment than between the red, purple, and blue hues. Thus the pattern of the data from the 20-reset-delay group could be satisfactorily predicted from a model involving a variety of colorimetric distance measures between the hue named by the word and the background color of the word display.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Both experiments demonstrate an interference phenomenon in which speed of performance is slowed by the failure to gate an irrelevant senso W attribute (an incongruent color) rather than an irrelevant linguistic attribute (such as an incongruent color name). Failures of selective attention which allow such interference are thus not limited to linguistic input (such as the unwanted reading occurring in the traditional Stroop test), but include sensory processing as well. In addition, both of the present experiments show that these interference effects are reduced or eliminated by providing a sufficient delay between the two stimulus components to be matched, strongly suggesting that the interference rests in the process of transtbrming the representation of the first half of the stimulus sequence into a form which can be efficiently compared with the second half of the stimulus. Since the task required matching a word (displayed first) to a color (displayed secondly), this transtbrmation would logically appear to be from a linguistic to a pictorial mode.
Most previous interpretations of Stroop-like interference phenomena have been based upon verbal response competition, even from covert stimulus naming (Dalrymple-Altbrd & Azkoul, 1972). One might thus argue that, with a brief delay between the word and color choice field, subjects attempt to use a name code rather than a pictorial code to make the match, and that interference results from implicit naming of the irrelevant color. However, the implicit naming of ink colors, if it occurs at all, has little or no effect on the oral reading of color words (Stroop, 1935) , and it is difficult to see why such naming would disrupt covert reading of a relevant word. In general, forming linguistic representations from words seems to be much more rapid than tbrming linguistic representations from objects; or at least reading is generally more rapid than naming (Fraisse, 1969) . Thus it appears unlikely that an unintentional naming would delay an intentional reading in a speeded task. Furthermore, if the irrelevant colors were, in fact, named, one would expect maximum interference from highly "nameable" colors. In Experiment II, the large amount of interference caused by the blue-green background when the word was "red" is not consistent with this prediction (e.g., Berlin & Kay, 1969) . On the other hand, 4BG is nearly the sensory compliment of 5R. Thus the "generalization" data from Experiment II tend to support a sensorypictorial interference interpretation as opposed to a verbal response competition model. Verbal response competition from covert stimulus naming may play an important role in the performance of other types of classification and discrimination tasks for which no overt naming response is required, particularly if the task imposes a substantial processing load (Hock & Egeth, 1970; Morton, 1969) . In such tasks, verbal coding of visual stimuli may perhaps be forced by the item limitations of active visual memory, or by the complexity of the response assignments. In the present case, only a simple stimulus match was required, and the observed interference would appear to be parsimoniously interpreted as competition between visual sensation and the pictorial encoding of a verbal stimulus.
